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Code interoperability extends the scope of quantum
simulations
Marco Govoni 1✉, Jonathan Whitmer 2, Juan de Pablo1,3, Francois Gygi 4 and Giulia Galli 1,3,5

The functionality of many materials is critically dependent on the integration of dissimilar components and on the interfaces that
arise between them. The description of such heterogeneous components requires the development and deployment of first
principles methods, coupled to appropriate dynamical descriptions of matter and advanced sampling techniques, in order to
capture all the relevant length and time scales of importance to the materials’ performance. It is thus essential to build simple,
streamlined computational schemes for the prediction and design of multiple properties of broad classes of materials, by
developing interoperable codes which can be efficiently coupled to each other to perform complex tasks. We discuss the use of
interoperable codes to simulate the structural and spectroscopic characterization of materials, including chemical reactions for
catalysis, the description of defects for quantum information science, and heat and charge transport.
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INTRODUCTION
The understanding and prediction of materials properties and
their de novo design are widespread research activities in science
and engineering, contributing to the development of new
technologies, with impacts in quantum information science,
energy, health and national security. Computational materials
science is now recognized as an integral part of the innovative
process leading to materials discovery and design, and the
developments of predictive, simulation frameworks at various
length scales, as well as of databases for materials1–9 have
flourished in the last two decades.
The use of software to engineer materials and molecules is not a

new activity. There has been widespread use of simulations in the
semiconductor and pharmaceutical industries, where simulation
codes have traditionally been used as end-of-the-line engineering
tools. An example is the use of numerical simulations in the design
process of new chips which were previously planned based on
specific materials chosen through experimentation. The objective
of modern materials’ theories, codes and software is to be
predictive and to eventually lead to strategies to design materials
that have not yet been made, have not yet been fully planned
based on experiments, and perhaps do not even result from
conventional synthetic and fabrication routes. First-principles
codes have a broad potential and they may be used to produce
the necessary data to machine learn properties of vast classes of
materials, such as those required for the development of quantum
information science and technology10,11. Computationally gener-
ated data, ideally made searchable through the definition of
metadata and available to the community12,13, may then be used
to design strategies that include innovative feedback loops with
experiments.
There are many requirements that materials design should

satisfy. It is critical to predict functionalities of systems with
complex, heterogeneous morphologies and to simulate and
enable engineering of basic mass, charge and energy transport
processes. In most cases it is also essential to understand and

predict the interaction of matter with external stimuli, e.g., light,
used to probe materials properties or to design specific
functionalities. A number of phenomena involved in the spectro-
scopic characterization of materials or in fundamental transport
processes, are inherently quantum-mechanical and thus require a
quantum-mechanical treatment of interatomic interactions, at the
atomistic scale. Likewise, chemical reactions occurring during
many processes of interest in materials science, e.g., catalysis or
corrosion, or in processes related to material synthesis, often
require an atomistic, quantum mechanical description.
Here we discuss codes that simulate the properties of materials

at the quantum mechanical level and specifically ways of enabling
modular simulations of multiple properties for prediction and
design purposes. In recent years, an emerging trend in computa-
tional materials science has been the development of codes that
singly carry out specific tasks and cooperatively perform complex
simulations. The interface between codes is critical for maintain-
ability, re‐usability, and extensibility of simulation software. In
particular we describe in the following the coupling of several
codes for the simulations of materials at the atomistic, quantum
mechanical level: a first principles molecular dynamics (FPMD)
code, Qbox14 (http://qboxcode.org/), coupled with advanced
sampling software, SSAGES15 (https://ssagesproject.github.io/),
and with software that simulates spectroscopic properties, WEST16

(http://west-code.org/). The objective is to tackle a widespread
problem in processes of interest in materials science, i.e., rare
events and long time-scales, while building, at the same time a
computational strategy for advanced characterization of materials,
through the use of various type of computational spectroscopies
(see Fig. 1). We also discuss coupling of a classical molecular
dynamics code, LAMMPS17, with FPMD to facilitate the simulation
of thermal transport processes, and the use of FPMD in the
presence of external potentials to describe electronic charge
transport, PyCDFT18. Although we focus on specific codes, the
strategy presented below is general and the chosen examples,
including molecular and condensed systems, chemical reactions
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at surfaces, and liquids under various thermodynamic conditions,
are representative of the heterogeneous systems that can be
tackled today with quantum simulations.
We now turn to the description of coupling software strategies

followed by specific examples.

RESULTS
Coupling interoperable software
Methods for the calculations of a variety of materials properties
from first principles have been actively developed in the last few
decades. Their implementation and release in, for instance,
electronic structure codes, is a challenging task due to the rapidly
increasing complexity of parallel simulation codes on changing
architectures. This problem may be solved or alleviated by
adopting a modular computational strategy where an entire
simulation is obtained either through in vivo or ex vivo coupling of
interoperable codes, i.e., by executing multiple codes concurrently
or sequentially19. In this way the scope of each code is limited to a
portion of the entire calculation workflow, with reduced software
dependencies; hence each code can grow vertically and
independently, while maintaining interoperability through inter-
process communication. Devising interoperable codes is challen-
ging because of the lack of standardized procedures for sharing
information between the codes: each code may use different data
structures, file formats, units and coding language. One further
complication arises when the codes are required to communicate
frequently, in this case in vivo coupling is necessary to achieve
efficient interoperability, and synchronization schemes are
required to manage the concurrent execution of codes. Deploying
seamlessly coupled codes rests on important technical develop-
ments and decisions.

We describe an in vivo interoperability strategy that enables the
calculation of materials properties encompassing free energies
and electronic properties using a driver-engine approach (see Fig.
1). In this context, a driver code controls the execution flow of one
or more engine codes, with inter-process communication
between the driver and the engines regulated by a client-server
interface20. In the following we describe the client-server protocol
adopted to couple codes, which uses a markup language to
document exchanged data between codes.
Within the client-server model, the driver program acts as a

client and sends a set of instructions to an engine code acting as a
server. Multiple servers may be used to distribute computationally
intensive workloads. In the current approach, all operations occur
through interaction via the file system. Hence, the client and the
servers may be located in separate machines and either share the
same filesystem or allow for fast data movements, such as via
gridFTP21. Although using the file system for inter-process
communication is admittedly a primitive protocol, the overhead
of exchanging files is negligible relative to the cost of quantum-
mechanical calculations in all applications reported below,
involving FPMD.
The modularity of the client-server protocol minimizes software

dependencies between the driver and the engine programs.
Ensuring backward compatibility of syntax for the coupling is the
only requirement to maintain code interoperability, and the
remaining details of the implementation of each code are not
restricted. Two kinds of files are shared between the client and the
server: (i) a file that contains a set of instructions to be performed
by the server, (ii) datasets that are used as input/output by the
server. Specifically, the driver writes the set of instructions to a file.
The server opens the file, executes all the sequence of commands
line-by-line in a predefined way, and closes the file. The server
may be instructed to read or write auxiliary data sets, in this case a
markup language is used to impose integrity constrains. This
process can repeatedly occur, e.g., at every integration step of a
FPMD simulation.
The synchronization between the client and server is imple-

mented through the construction and destruction of a lock file that
signals when the server is idle or is executing the set of instructions
decided by the driver, respectively. In particular, at the beginning
of the calculation both the client and the servers are instantiated,
with the latter being placed in lock mode by creating a lock file for
each server; whenever the client needs to offload the calculation to
one of the servers, the driver generates the necessary files and
removes the lock file associated to the requested server. The driver
will then wait for the lock file to appear again, which indicates that
the operations assigned to the server are completed and the driver
can read the output generated by the server.
Since the only required feature by the client-server protocol is

the ability to exchange text files, any language may be adopted. In
the examples discussed below, the server is the FPMD code Qbox,
written in C++ , while the clients are written in C++ , Fortran, or
Python. The command line interpreter that Qbox uses to read
commands represents an added flexibility to the client-server
interface. Qbox keeps information in memory between sessions,
which facilitates the execution of multiple runs of similar sets
of tasks.
In order to ensure interoperability, data exchanged by each

code are rigorously documented using a markup language (see
Supplementary Methods). The examples reported in this work use
the www.quantum-simulation.org (QSO) format to exchange
datasets, which is based on the XML markup language, thus
ensuring portability and facilitating extensibility, i.e., the addition
of new information into the data format. Binary formats are
avoided in order to ensure portability of QSO documents. The
base64 binary-to-text encoding is used to represent array data
structures, and a little-endian byte ordering is enforced on all
platforms. In addition, we have packaged together codes and

Fig. 1 In vivo coupling of codes using a client-server model. Basic
physical quantities (in blue) exchanged between first principles
molecular dynamics simulations, advanced sampling techniques
and calculations of spectroscopic properties. The codes used here
(Qbox14; SSAGES15; WEST16) are coupled using a driver-engine
approach, where data-exchange operations are regulated by the
client-server protocol.
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dependencies into containers, thus facilitating multi-site compu-
tation using interoperable software.
The client-server strategy for coupling codes is general and may

be deployed by several software packages within the computa-
tional materials science community. We now turn to discussing
applications that are enabled by such in vivo interoperability
scheme.

Advanced sampling using first principles molecular dynamics
One of the most widely used methods to investigate a wide
spectrum of materials properties is molecular dynamics (MD), a
technique22,23 that generates trajectories of collections of atoms
obeying classical dynamics. MD simulations with empirical
potentials (i.e., force fields parameterized using experimental
data) are routinely used to investigate physical phenomena
ranging from protein folding24,25 to glass formation26,27 and from
self-assembly28 and nucleation29–31 to aqueous solutions and
electrolytes32 and the structural properties of complex materials33.
In many instances, relevant processes may be rare events, where a
property of interest occurs within a time scale that is not
accessible within a reasonable amount of simulation time due to
the presence of large free energy barriers that separate local
minima along a rough free energy landscape.
As previous studies showed34–36, challenges associated with

rugged free energy landscapes may be overcome with advanced
sampling methods. A wide range of these methods has been
developed to accelerate the exploration of a system and generate
free energy profiles along known reaction coordinates, to find
transition pathways, and to compute transition rates37–41. These
techniques have been majorly applied in conjunction with
empirical classical force fields, parametrized using a combination
of results from quantum mechanical calculations and experi-
mental data42–46. However, for a number of problems of interest in
materials science, especially those involving chemical reactions,
adsorption, or isomerization or just rearrangement of bonds,
accurate interatomic potentials are not easily available or simply
not transferable from the conditions under which they were fitted
to other thermodynamic conditions of interest42,43,47,48.
Advanced sampling has been recently coupled with

FPMD15,32,33,49, where interatomic forces are computed on-the-
fly from quantum mechanical calculations using density functional
theory (DFT) thus overcoming the transferability issues present in
classical interatomic potentials and avoiding the need to
parametrize a force field. The accuracy of FPMD depends on the
accuracy of the chosen density functional. Although much
experience has been gained for numerous classes of systems
and problems regarding the accuracy of certain functionals, there
are no established rules yet on how to choose the best functional
for a given problem, without going through a number of
validation procedures50–57. Nevertheless, FPMD has many advan-
tages23: it does not require experimental input; it allows for the
description of bond breaking and formation and, in principle,
chemical reactions, and it is of wide applicability. Unfortunately,
FPMD remains much more computationally demanding than MD
with empirical potentials and it is thus limited to shorter time
scales and smaller systems.
A few examples of advanced sampling simulations coupled with

FPMD include the use of blue moon sampling58–61, metady-
namics38,62,63 and umbrella sampling64 to address problems
involving chemical reactions, phase transitions, and ionic or
molecular dissociation65–70. The level of theory used in these
calculations has been limited to DFT within the Local Density
Approximation (LDA) or Generalized Gradient Approximation
(GGA), which are among the simplest approximations to the
exchange correlation energy71,72. Using the client-server interface
between the FPMD code Qbox14 and the SSAGES15 suite of
advanced sampling methods, we recently showed how to

hierarchically transfer free energy estimates from one level of
approximation to another, enabling free energy calculations using
FPMD at a hybrid DFT level of theory49. We significantly decreased
the time required to obtain a free energy surface (FES) using a
hybrid functional71,73 for a simple peptide, by initializing hybrid
functional simulations from those based on GGA (PBE74) free
energy calculations (see Fig. 2), which are computationally less
demanding. We found that FES obtained from classical force fields
and FPMD are qualitatively similar, but they exhibit important
quantitative differences: the minimum pathway that connects the
main free energy minima is different and force fields yield higher
free energy barriers. This difference is due to an overestimate of
the internal energy contribution imposed by the force field fitting
process, and an accompanying underestimate of the entropy of
the system in classical simulations (see Fig. 2). Interestingly, FPMD
results for selected configurations are consistent with those of
high-level quantum chemistry methods, thus validating the
accuracy of the chosen density functionals.
The in vivo coupling between Qbox and SSAGES is achieved

using the client-server model described in the previous section
(additional information on the XML files exchanged is included in
the Supplementary Methods). In particular, Qbox initially performs
a wavefunction optimization to compute the electronic ground
state of the system, initializes velocities at the correct temperature,
and performs one molecular dynamics integration step. All other
integration steps are performed in the following way: SSAGES
reads the information needed for the enhanced sampling
calculation, e.g., velocities and atomic positions, computes the
external bias by specifying new atomic positions, forces and/or
velocities, and triggers Qbox to perform a new wavefunction
optimization or instructs Qbox to exit after saving a checkpoint. A
key feature of this coupling strategy is its efficiency, enabled by
the fact that both processes remain active throughout the
simulation and current electronic wavefunctions are kept in
memory between ionic moves during the FPMD simulation. FPMD
dominates the computational time for typical simulations,
resulting in minimal overhead on a per-timestep basis.
The Qbox-SSAGES coupled software was used to investigate the

dissociation of aqueous solutions under pressure, which repre-
sents a much more complex application than the peptide
discussed before. In ref. 32 we considered sodium chloride in
water at high temperature at pressure, namely at conditions
(11 GPa, 1000 K) relevant to geochemical problems. Consistent
with the decrease of the water dielectric constant at these
conditions75,76, we found that the stability of contact ion pairs
increases under pressure, relative to ambient conditions, although
much more moderately than anticipated. The relative stability of
the different ionic configurations is affected by water self-
dissociation, which is properly described by FPMD simulations.
Interestingly, we found that the dissociation path of the salt at
extreme conditions differs from that observed at ambient
conditions, with no intermediate states corresponding to different
solvation structures.
In another case involving a chemical reaction at a solid

surface33, the free energy landscape of a heterogeneous catalytic
reaction was computed. The dissociation of a nitrogen molecule
on a ruthenium surface—a classic reaction in catalysis—was
simulated using FPMD coupled to a neural-network assisted
enhanced sampling algorithm, referred to as the Combined
Frequency Force (CFF) method77, implemented in the SSAGES15

software. Figure 3 shows representative results for the underlying
FES, where the two basins correspond to the reactants and the
product. This approach allowed for an improved evaluation of the
dissociation free energy barrier compared to the harmonic
approximation used in previous calculations. Importantly, it does
not require a priori knowledge of the reaction pathway, thereby
providing an important advantage over traditional methods based
on DFT calculations of the potential energy.
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Although simulations such as those reported in ref. 32,33 remain
computationally demanding, they are clearly reaching the stage of
addressing important problems, way beyond proof-of-principle
demonstrations.

Spectroscopy from first principles
Techniques enabling the calculation of spectroscopic properties of
materials and molecules are critical components of a predictive
simulation framework of complex systems. Through the calcula-
tion of response functions and electronically excited states, these
tools may be used as computational probes of the atomic
structure simulated with FPMD, or FPMD coupled with advanced
sampling. Numerous excited state properties and spectroscopic
signatures may not be accurately obtained from the solution of
the Kohn-Sham equations78,79, i.e., the basic equations of DFT
used for the predictions of ground state properties80. Recent
developments of hybrid functionals have led to improved
simulations of charged excitations for certain classes of materi-
als81–84, while the time-dependent formulation of DFT (TDDFT)85

has provided a computationally tractable method to compute
neutral excitations86. However, most hybrid functionals are not yet
able to reliably treat broad classes of heterogeneous systems
where materials with different dielectric properties are com-
bined87; on the other end, TDDFT within the adiabatic approxima-
tion to the exchange−correlation functional may not be
sufficiently accurate to describe certain types of excited states
where charge transfer and excitonic effects are relevant88.
Many-body perturbation theory (MBPT)89 provides a way of

predicting excited state properties of molecules and materials,
and holds the promise of overcoming the limitations, at least for
certain materials, of hybrid DFT and TDDFT. Within MBPT, one can
obtain charge excitation energies corresponding to photoemis-
sion and inverse photoemission spectra by evaluating16,90,91 so
called self-energies (e.g., electron-electron92 or electron-phonon93

self-energies); furthermore, one can obtain90,91,94 neutral excita-
tion energies corresponding to optical spectra by solving the
Bethe−Salpeter equation (BSE)89,95–98. Several methodological
advances have been proposed to improve the efficiency of MBPT

Fig. 3 Free energy landscape of a heterogeneous catalytic
reaction. Free energy surface (FES) for nitrogen dissociation on
ruthenium computed from CFF77—FPMD simulations using 16
walkers33. The axes correspond to the distance Z from the surface
and the separation r between the nitrogen atoms, in Angstrom. The
converged FES shown here corresponds to the stage reached after
33 ps of FPMD. The mean free energy path between N2

* (square) and
2 N* (circle) is represented by a white dashed line. Adapted with
permission from ref. 33 under the Creative Commons Attribution
License CC BY 4.0.

Fig. 2 Advanced sampling using first principles molecular dynamics simulations. Representation of the three metastable minima, β, C7eq,
and C7ax of the alanine dipeptide together with the two angles (φ, θ) used as bias (panel a). Entropic (b, c, d panels) and potential energy (e, f,
g panels) contributions to the free energy surface of the alanine di-peptide as a function of the illustrated torsion angles49. Free energies are
obtained with the force field Amber99sb43,147 and with first principles calculations with semi-local (PBE74) and hybrid (PBE071,73) functionals.
The arrows in panel a indicate the minimum free energy path. The circled region in panel e shows significant overestimation of repulsive
forces in the classical model. Adapted with permission from ref. 49, copyright (American Chemical Society, 2018).
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calculations16,94,99–104, which have enabled the simulations of
relatively large and complex systems, e.g., heterogeneous solids
and liquids and nanoparticles with thousands of electrons. In
particular, electronic structure calculations based on MBPT can be
performed using a low-rank representation of density response
functions16,104, whose spectral decomposition is obtained through
iterative diagonalization16,105,106, thus avoiding the inversion and
storage of large dielectric matrices. Such a diagonalization can be
carried out without explicitly computing empty electronic states
using density functional perturbation theory (DFPT)107. An
implementation based on this strategy is at the core of the WEST
code16 interfaced with the Quantum Espresso108 code, and it has
been successfully applied to investigate the quasi-particle
energies of numerous systems109 including defects in semicon-
ductors52,110–112, nanoparticles16,83,99, aqueous solutions50,55, and
solid/liquid interfaces16,52.
We have recently reformulated MBPT calculations of charged113

and neutral94 excitations by performing DFT calculations in finite
electric fields, instead of using DFPT. The formulation has been
implemented by coupling the Qbox14 and WEST16 codes using the
client-server protocol. In particular, the variation of the charge
density δn in response to the applied perturbation δV is computed
by Qbox performing two self-consistent calculations:
H ± δVð Þ ψ±

i

�
�

� ¼ ε±i ψ±
i

�
�

�

, where H is the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian.
The variation of the charge difference may be obtained as
δn ¼ 1

2 ðnþ � n�Þ, where n± ¼ P

i ψ
±
i

�
�

�
�
2
. The finite-field approach

allows for the straightforward calculation of response functions
beyond the so called random phase approximation (RPA), which
neglects the response of the perturbation arising from the
exchange-correlation term; in addition the approach can be
readily combined to DFT calculations using hybrid functionals for
which analytical expressions of the functional derivative of the
exchange correlation potential with respect to the charge density
are not available113. In our implementation, WEST is the driver
program of multiple Qbox instances, which initially perform a
wavefunction optimization step to compute the electronic ground
state of the system. WEST generates the perturbation δV, and the
self-consistent calculations are solved by Qbox, which returns the
linear variation of the charge density δn. Data for both δV and δn
are exchanged by the two codes using an XML file that conforms
to the annotated function3d.xsd XML schema (see Supplementary
Methods). Analogously to the case described in the previous
section, the in vivo coupling between WEST and Qbox facilitates
the execution of response commands by keeping in memory the
electronic structure of the system.
Using the WEST-Qbox coupling, we have computed exciton

binding energies of several molecules and absorption spectra of
condensed systems, including water samples with hundreds of

atoms94. We emphasize that the coupling allows one to solve the
BSE bypassing altogether the calculation of dielectric matrices and
virtual states. In addition, the formulation implemented in ref. 94

uses linear combinations of Bloch orbitals that are localized in
appropriate regions of real space using the recursive bisection
method, thus leading to substantial computational savings. We
note that calculations beyond the random-phase approximation
become straightforward in finite field, and the complexity and
scaling of solving the BSE is the same when using local or hybrid-
DFT calculations as starting points. The same finite field approach
can also be used to perform GW calculations113,114 and obtain
quasi-particle orbitals, through the evaluation of the eigenvectors
of the irreducible density-density response function. Recently, a
method based on machine learning was introduced to speed-up
MBPT calculations115. In particular, the data sets exchanged by
WEST and Qbox for the calculation of absorption spectra were
used to train a surrogate model of the dielectric screening
computed in finite field. Interoperability between WEST and
Tensorflow (https://www.tensorflow.org/) enabled computational
gains of up to two orders of magnitude for the calculation of
absorption spectra of molecules and materials at finite
temperature.
The ability to obtain the screened Coulomb interaction by

solving DFT in finite electric field has made possible quantum
embedding calculations116,117. In the presence of specific localized
electronic states, e.g., those associated with spin defects in
semiconductors or insulators, one may obtain geometries and
energies of excited states by performing DFT calculations with
constrained occupation numbers. In addition, the effect of the
environment around the defect may be incorporated in the
calculation through the definition of an effective Hamiltonian
including a screened Coulomb interaction. Using these two
concepts, and computing the screened Coulomb interaction
inclusive of exchange-correlation interactions through the WEST-
Qbox coupling, we have built a quantum embedding theory116,117

(Fig. 4) that goes beyond the constrained random phase
approximation118–120. The accuracy and effectiveness of this
approach was demonstrated by investigating several spin defects
in semiconductors that are of interest for quantum information
technologies116. Importantly, the proposed quantum embedding
theory is able to capture strongly-correlated electronic states of
active regions (defined by the localized electronic states of the
defects), with the rest of the system described within DFT. An
important consequence of the quantum embedding theory, as
demonstrated in ref. 116,117, is that an effective Hamiltonian
describing strong correlations within the active site may be
defined and solved on classical as well as on quantum computers
using ex vivo interoperability schemes with quantum chemistry

Fig. 4 Quantum embedding theory. In vivo coupling of the Qbox14 and WEST16 codes was used to build an embedding theory to study
strongly correlated defects in semiconductors and insulators116,117. Single particle wavefunctions and eigenvalues obtained from DFT
calculations are used to compute the screening of the environment on a chosen active region of the material (defined, e.g., by the localized
single particle states of a defect). The screening enters the definition of a second quantized Hamiltonian that may be diagonalized using
configuration interaction techniques to obtain many body states of the defect.
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and quantum computing software packages, e.g., PySCF121 and
Qiskit (https://qiskit.org/). Quantum computers promise, in princi-
ple, a much more favorable scaling as a function of system size
than classical architectures although noise and quantum correc-
tion issues are still affecting the accuracy of results obtained on
near-term quantum computers and substantial progress is needed
before complex materials science simulations may be carried out
on quantum computers122.

Transport from first principles
Similar to the computation of free-energy surfaces and spectro-
scopic properties, coupled interoperable codes may be used to
compute transport properties, in particular, to evaluate quantities
relevant to the description of electronic transport in the hopping
regime, and to simulate heat transport in insulators.
The hopping regime of charge transfer between localized states

in molecules and solids is the dominant charge transfer
mechanism in many organic crystals, conducting polymers, in
several metal oxides in the solid state, and in nanoparticle
solids123–126. In many instances, charge transfer in the hopping
regime may be described using Marcus theory127–129 which
predicts the charge transfer rate in terms of diabatic electronic
coupling and reorganization energies, in addition to free-energy
differences. Constrained density functional theory (CDFT)130

provides a robust framework for constructing diabatic states from
first principles and for predicting their electronic coupling in
molecules and solids (see Fig. 5): constraint potentials are added
to the Kohn‐Sham Hamiltonian, and their strengths are optimized
so as to obtain a desired localized charge on a given site. By using
the client-server functionality of Qbox as described in the previous
section, we recently implemented a Python package (PyCDFT18) to
perform single‐point self‐consistent‐field and geometry optimiza-
tion calculations using CDFT. The operations specific to PyCDFT
are decoupled from those carried out by Qbox, again presenting

important advantages for the maintainability and reusability of the
package.
As a last example, we describe the simulation of heat transport,

in particular the calculation of the ionic thermal conductivity. As in
the case of advanced sampling, most calculations of the thermal
conductivity, especially those for large systems, have been carried
out using empirical interatomic potentials. However, first princi-
ples methods have been proposed in the recent literature, based
on approximate solutions of the Boltzmann transport equation
(BTE)131,132, on Green-Kubo (GK) formulations133,134, and using
nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD)135,136. Approximate
solutions of the BTE can only be applied to solids. The method
proposed in ref. 133 is the only one available to perform first
principles simulations based on GK. This elegant approach
involves repeated solutions of the Sternheimer equation to
calculate the heat current within DFPT107. Addressing the need
for an efficient and general quantum simulation framework for
thermal properties of materials, we developed a method to
simulate heat transport from first principles based on approach to
equilibrium simulations (SAEMD)137. The method can be used for
homogeneous and heterogeneous solids, and in the latest
generalization also to liquids138; it has the important advantage
of requiring only the computation of MD trajectories and atomic
forces, with no additional calculation of energy derivatives or
direct calculations of currents. Recently, we carried out FPMD
simulations of the thermal conductivity of a representative oxide,
MgO, by using Qbox to compute DFT forces on atoms and
LAMMPS17 to integrate the equation of motion and to apply the
local thermostats required in the application of SAEMD. We
successfully simulated systems with ~1000 atoms and using
extrapolation techniques we obtained the thermal conductivity of
MgO from first principles. However, our calculations highlighted
the need of much larger simulation cells to obtain robustly
converged results. Hence, a direction we are exploring is the use
of deepMD139 to simulate thermal properties and work is in
progress to apply this technique to liquid water.

DISCUSSION
We described a strategy to couple interoperable software for
quantum simulations of materials and we presented examples of
calculations of properties of heterogeneous systems, including
molecules, solids, liquids and surfaces. Interoperable software
elements can be independently modified and maintained, thus
facilitating rapid developments and release of new ideas and new
features. Although we described specific codes in this article, the
strategy presented here is general. It does not require the
definition of universal format standards, and it is generalizable to
include properties and systems beyond the examples we have
discussed. For example, work is in progress to couple FPMD and
calculation of excited state properties with machine learning
techniques of dielectric screening115, and to couple FPMD with
quantum thermostats and calculations of excited state properties
beyond DFT to evaluate electron phonon interaction in clusters,
solids and amorphous systems containing light atoms. Additional
work is in progress to evaluate activation energies in reactive
systems and morphology changes in metallic clusters by coupling
Qbox and SSAGES, and to evaluate coherence times of spin
defects in solids by coupling DFT and spin Hamiltonian calcula-
tions140–143.
Finally, we note that the ability to carry out coupled calculations

will serve as a stepping stone to build hybrid strategies to use
classical and quantum computers, especially near-term quantum
computers116. Different properties or different parts of a calcula-
tion may be performed on different architectures, depending on
the scaling of the algorithm used.
We expect that the development of extensible codes that can

be interfaced with each other to perform complex tasks will

Fig. 5 Transport from first principles. Charge transfer excitation
processes in assemblies of hydrogenated Si nanoparticles148 (panel
a) and in the bulk and at the surface of crystalline BiVO4

149,150 (panel
b), investigated using constrained density functional theory18. Panel
b is reproduced with permission from ref. 150, copyright (American
Chemical Society, 2020).
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enable modular simulations of multiple properties of materials,
thus accelerating the development of design strategies applicable
to broad classes of systems and effectively broadening the scope
of quantum simulations.

METHODS
The interoperable codes discussed in this work are Qbox,
WEST, SSAGES and PyCDFT
Qbox14 is a first principles molecular dynamics code based on the
plane-wave, pseudopotential formalism. The electronic structure is
obtained using density functional theory (DFT) or hybrid-DFT. In
addition to the simulation of thermodynamic and structural
properties of materials, Qbox allows for the calculations of
vibrational spectra144,145, ionic conductivity146, and heat transport
coefficients137.
WEST16 performs large-scale, many-body perturbation theory

(MBPT) calculations providing electronic and optical spectroscopic
characterization of complex materials. WEST uses the plane-wave,
pseudopotential formalism109 and is interfaced with the Quantum
Espresso code108 and with Qbox in client-server mode94,113. In
addition to the calculation of electron-electron16,99,101,109,113,
electron-phonon100 and electron-hole interactions94, WEST
enables calculations based on a quantum embedding theory116.
SSAGES15 provides a unified, extensible framework to calculate

reaction coordinates and reactive pathways, and free energies
within molecular simulations. SSAGES offers a comprehensive
suite of advanced methods for phase space sampling organized
into a unified framework that can function as a wrapper, adding
functionality to first-principles and classical molecular dynamics
and Monte Carlo engines.
PyCDFT18 is a Python package to compute diabatic states using

constrained density functional theory (CDFT)130. PyCDFT allows for
both single‐point self‐consistent‐field calculations and geometry
optimizations. PyCDFT is designed to interface with existing DFT
codes to perform CDFT calculations where constraint potentials
are added to the Kohn–Sham Hamiltonian.

DATA AVAILABILITY
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